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[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

Epitome

(57) [Abstract]

[Technical problem] The package structure and the package method of packing a

sanitary napkin at high speed are offered.

[Means for Solution] A main part of a napkin equipped with an absorption core

arranged between a permeable top sheet, an impermeability backseat, and both

sheets, While protruding from a binder layer for underwear immobilization prepared in

a backseat side of this main part of a napkin, and a side edge of right and left of a

longitudinal direction of said main part of a napkin A sanitary napkin which consists

of a stop piece of a pair for winding and attaching firmly to underwear It is the

package structure of a sanitary napkin packed with a sheet for a package. The stop

piece 14 of a pair of a sanitary napkin 1 To the top sheet 11 side of the main part 10

of a napkin, a clinch and the sheet 2 for a package so that a side edge of a pair of

the. sheet for a package may be located in the upper surface of a top sheet and a

stop piece It is the package structure constituted so that a clinch, the clinch section

21 of a sheet for a package, and 23 comrades might be attached firmly to a top

sheet side from a backseat side of a main part of a napkin.

[Translation done.]
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[Translation done.]

NOTICES*

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Clairn(s)]

[Claim 1] A main part of a napkin equipped with an absorption core arranged

between a permeable top sheet, an impermeability backseat, and both sheets A
binder layer for underwear immobilization prepared in a backseat side of this main

part of a napkin A stop piece of a pair for winding and attaching firmly to underwear,

while protruding from a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal direction of said

main part of a napkin It is the package structure of a sanitary napkin equipped with
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the above/and it is characterized by attaching firmly the clinch sections of a clinch

and said sheet for a package to a top sheet side from a backseat side of said main

part of a napkin so that a sjde edge of a pair of the sheet for a package may be

located [ piece / of a pair of said sanitary napkin / stop ] in the upper surface of a

top sheet and a stop piece in a clinch and said sheet for a package at a top sheet

side

[Claim 2] Package structure of a sanitary napkin according to claim 1 which is what

attaches superposition and these overlapping portions firmly for a side edge of a pair

of said sheet for a package.

[Claim 3] Package structure of a sanitary napkin according to claim 1 which is what

carries out the valley chip box of a sanitary napkin and the sheet for a package near

the crosswise center line, and attaches said clinch sections which countered firmly

so that the clinch section of said sheet for a package may counter.

[Claim 4] A main part of a napkin equipped with an absorption core arranged

between a permeable top sheet, an impermeability backseat, and both sheets A
binder layer for underwear immobilization prepared in a backseat side of this main

part of a napkin A stop piece of a pair for winding and attaching firmly to underwear,

while protruding from a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal direction of said

main part of a napkin It is the package structure of a sanitary napkin equipped with

the above, on said sheet for a package, said sanitary napkin is laid so that said

binder layer may contact a sheet side for a package, and where longitudinal direction

both ends of said sanitary napkin are turned up on a center section of the main part

of a napkin to a sheet for a package, and one, respectively, it is characterized by

attaching this clinch section of a sheet for a package firmly mutually.

[Claim 5] Furthermore, package structure of a sanitary napkin according to claim 4

where a sheet for a package and one come to turn up a stop piece of a pair of a

sanitary napkin in a clinch section side of a sheet for a package, or its opposite side.

[Claim 6] It is the method of packing a sanitary napkin with a sheet for a package by

which it is characterized by providing the following. Make it run a sheet band for a

package which has width of face exceeding the twice of width of face of a main part

of a napkin continuously, and on said sheet band for a package, said sanitary napkin

so that said binder layer may contact at a sheet side for a package And so that a

longitudinal direction of a napkin may be in agreement with the transit direction of a

sheet band for a package A package method of a sanitary napkin characterized by

laying one piece at a time at intervals of predetermined, laying a side edge of a pair

of a clinch and said sheet for a package on top of a sheet for a package, and one,

and attaching a stop piece of said pair firmly to them at a top sheet side of a

sanitary napkin A main part of a napkin with which a binder layer for underwear

immobilization is prepared in a backseat side while having an absorption core

arranged between a permeable top sheet, an. impermeability backseat, and both

sheets It is the stop piece of a pair in order to protrude from a side edge of right

and left of a longitudinal direction of this main part of a napkin and to wind and
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attach firmly to underwear.

[Claim 7] It is the method of packing a sanitary napkin with a sheet for a package by

which it is characterized by providing the following. Make it run a sheet band for a

package which has width of face of 1 or more time 2 double less or equal of width of

face of a main part of a napkin continuously, arid on said sheet band for a package,

said sanitary napkin so that said binder layer may contact at a sheet side for a

package And so that a longitudinal direction of a napkin may be in agreement with

the transit direction of a sheet band for a package Lay one piece at a time at

intervals of predetermined, and a stop piece of said pair so that the clinch section of

a clinch and said sheet for a package may counter a sheet for a package, and one at

a top sheet side of a sanitary napkin A package method of a sanitary napkin

characterized by carrying out the valley chip box of a sanitary napkin and the sheet

for a package near the crosswise center line, and attaching said clinch sections

which countered firmly A main part of a napkin with which a binder layer for

underwear immobilization is prepared in a backseat side while having an absorption

core arranged between a permeable top sheet, ah impermeability backseat, and both

sheets A stop piece of a pair which protrudes from a side edge of right and left of a

longitudinal direction of this main part of a napkin, is bent, and is attached firmly to

underwear

[Claim 8] It is the method of packing a sanitary napkin with a sheet for a package by

which it is characterized by providing the following. Make it run a sheet band for a

package which has larger width of face than the length of a main part of a napkin

continuously, and on said sheet band for a package, said sanitary napkin so that said

binder layer may contact at a sheet side for a package And so that the transit

direction of a sheet band for a package and a longitudinal direction of a napkin may

cross at right angles A package method of a sanitary napkin characterized by laying

one piece at a time at intervals of predetermined, and attaching firmly mutually the

clinch section of a clinch and this sheet for a package to a sheet for a package, and

one for longitudinal direction both ends of a main part of a napkin on a center

section of the main part of a napkin, respectively A main part of a napkin with which

a binder layer for underwear immobilization is prepared in a backseat side while

having an absorption core arranged between a permeable top sheet, an

impermeability backseat, and both sheets A stop piece of a pair which protrudes

from a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal direction of this main part of a

napkin, is bent, and is attached firmly to underwear

[Claim 9] Furthermore, a package method of a sanitary napkin according to claim 8

which is what turns up a stop piece of a pair of a sanitary napkin so that it may be

located in a clinch section side of a sheet for a package, or its opposite side at a

sheet for a package, and one.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the

package structure and the package method of the sanitary napkin which can be

packed at high speed.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] recently, a sanitary napkin, and a vaginal discharge —
the sanitary napkin which equipped the both-sides section of the center of the **

sheet (henceforth a "sanitary napkin" representing both) with the stop piece (called

the wing, the side flap, etc.) of a pair is marketed. For example, the sanitary napkin 1

shown in drawing 1 The laminating of the impermeability sheet 13 currently made

from the absorption core 12 and plastic film which are made from the permeable

sheet 11 and **** pulp which are made from a nonwoven fabric, puncturing plastic

film, etc., high absorptivity polymer, etc., a laminating sheet with a nonwoven fabric,

etc. is carried out, and it is constituted. By making a permeable sheet and an

impermeability sheet extend from the both-sides section of the center of this main

part 10 of a napkin, it is prepared so that the stop pieces 14 and 14 of a pair may

project right and left. Moreover, it shifts for adhering to underwear and preventing a

gap of a napkin from the binder layers 15 and 15 for stop pieces, and the , stop binder

layer 16 is formed in the backseat 13 side of a napkin 1. Such a napkin with a stop

piece has the effect of preventing gap of the napkin under wear, by shifting and

attaching the body contact side of underwear, and a napkin 1 firmly in the stop

binder layer 16 while it twists the stop pieces 14 and 14 of right and left into the

length-from-the-crotch-to-the-cuff portion of a wearers underwear around the

non-body contact side of the length-from-the-crotch-to-the-cuff portion of

underwear and attaches the binder layer 15 and underwear firmly.

[0003] By the way, the above-mentioned stop piece and a gap stop binder layer are

existence with many problems in the packaging process after carrying out high-

speed production of the napkin. For example, as shown in the napkin marketed at

drawing 12
, releasing papers (the film and paper which carried out exfoliation
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processing of one side or both sides) 17 and 17 are stuck on the stop piece 15 and

the binder layer for 15. Shift and the releasing paper 18 for stop binder layer 16 is

fixed to the sheet 20 side for a package. When [ that there are some as which a

means to make a napkin into a longitudinal direction at 3 chip boxes, and to pack it

one piece at a time where the stop pieces 15 and 15 are turned up to a backseat 13

side is adopted ] carrying out mechanically at high speed, it is the very much difficult

package method. Although the thing of a configuration of making the binder layer 15

of the stop piece of a pair and the releasing paper 17 for 15 share by one sheet is

also in other commercial items as shown in drawing 13 (a), most napkins with a stop

piece have anyway composition which turns up a stop piece to a backseat side. The

absorption core near the center section of the napkin is formed thickly in many

cases, and this is considered to turn up the stop piece of small thin meat to the

uneven top sheet side of thickness, because the yield is bad.

[0004] Although shifting after turning up a stop piece to a backseat side, and forming

the binder layer for stops is also considered, as shown in drawing 13 (b), the portion

which can form a binder layer is restricted to the slash section, and shifts, and there

is a defect that a binder layer cannot be prepared in the napkin center section most

effective in a stop.

[0005] Furthermore, it is the orientation which packs by performing exfoliation

processing on the sheet for a package, and the improvement requests about the

package structure of a sanitary napkin with a stop piece were mounting also from

such viewpoints so that the time and effort which throws away the releasing paper

in a user might be saved recently and the cost of a releasing paper could be reduced.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] So, in this invention, it hung up offering

the package structure and the package method of packing a sanitary napkin at high

speed as a technical problem.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A main part of a napkin equipped with an absorption

core by which invention according to claim 1 was arranged between a permeable top

sheet, an impermeability backseat, and both sheets, While protruding from a binder

layer for underwear immobilization prepared in a backseat side of this main part of a

napkin, and a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal direction of said main part

of a napkin A sanitary napkin which consists of a stop piece of a pair for winding and

attaching firmly to underwear It is the package structure of a sanitary napkin packed

with a larger sheet for a package than a sanitary napkin. To a top sheet side of said

main part of a napkin, a stop piece of a pair of said sanitary napkin so that a side

edge of a pair of the sheet for a package may be located in the upper surface of a

top sheet and a stop piece in a clinch and said sheet for a package It has a summary

at a place which attached firmly the clinch sections of a clinch and said sheet for a

package to a top sheet side from a backseat side of said main part of a napkin.

Since a stop piece is turned up at a top sheet side, a user tends to check existence
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of a stop piece, and it is easy to equip. Moreover, a backseat side shifts and there is

an advantage that a stop binder layer can be formed without a limit of a location.

Furthermore, if a sheet [ finishing / exfoliation processing ] for a package is used, it

is necessary to stick a release paper on neither a binder layer of a stop piece, nor a

binder layer by the side of a backseat. Therefore, a packaging process by which cost

was reduced can be easily performed by good yield at high speed.

[0008] Firm attachment of said sheet for a package may adopt any of a

configuration (claim 3) of carrying out the valley chip box of a sanitary napkin and

the sheet for a package near the crosswise center line, and attaching said clinch

sections which countered firmly so that the clinch section of a sheet for a

configuration (claim 2) and a package which is what attaches superposition and

these overlapping portions firmly on a top sheet may counter a side edge of a pair of

a sheet for a package. Any configuration can pack a napkin in the shape of a tube

easily, and can perform an individual package of a napkin to a napkin longitudinal

direction 3 chip boxes or by carrying out a quarto next.

[0009] On said sheet for a package, invention according to claim 4 lays said sanitary

napkin so that said binder layer may contact a sheet side for a package, is in a

conditicm which turned up longitudinal direction both ends of said sanitary napkin on

a center section of the main part of a napkin to a sheet for a package, and one,

respectively, and has the feature at a place which attached this clinch section of a

sheet for a package firmly mutually. According to adoption of this configuration, it

can pack in the shape of a tube in the condition of having made it a longitudinal

direction at 3 chip boxes, without taking into consideration a clinch of a stop piece

of a sanitary napkin, and a compact individual package is completed simply.

Moreover, it can form without a limit of a binder layer by the side of a backseat of a

location. Furthermore, it is necessary to stick a release paper neither on a binder

layer of a stop piece, nor a binder layer by the side of a backseat by using a sheet

[ finishing / exfoliation processing ] for a package.

[0010] Invention according to claim 5 is the package structure of a configuration of

that a stop piece of a pair of a sanitary napkin turned up to a sheet for a package

and one in a clinch section side of a sheet for a package or its opposite side in

package structure of claim 4. Although a both-ends edge of tube-like package

structure of claim 4 can also be attached firmly with heat sealing etc. as it is, if a

configuration of claim 5 is adopted, it will become a compacter individual package, in

this case, a napkin top which folded the three bending directions of a stop piece and

was carried out or the bottom — any are sufficient

[001 1] A main part of a napkin with which a binder layer for underwear

immobilization is prepared in a backseat side while invention according to claim 6 is

equipped with an absorption core arranged between a permeable top sheet, an

impermeability backseat, and both sheets, A sanitary napkin which consists of a stop

piece of a pair in order to protrude from a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal

direction of this main part of a napkin and to wind and attach firmly to underwear
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Are the method of packing with a sheet for a package, make it run a sheet band for

a package which has width of face exceeding the twice of width of face of a main

part of a napkin continuously, and on said sheet band for a package, said sanitary

napkin so that said binder layer may contact at a sheet side for a package And so

that a longitudinal direction of a napkin may be in agreement with the transit

direction of a sheet band for a package It lays one piece at a time at intervals of

predetermined, and has a summary at a place which lays a side edge of a pair of a

clinch and said sheet for a package on top of a sheet for a package, and one, and

attaches a stop piece of said pair firmly to them at a top sheet side of a sanitary

napkin. This method is optimal method at the time of manufacturing package

structure according to claim 2, it turns up a stop piece to a top sheet side with a

sheet for a package, only attaches a side edge of a sheet for a package firmly, and

can wrap a napkin in the shape of a tube.

[0012] Moreover, a main part of a napkin with which a binder layer for underwear

immobilization is prepared in a backseat side while invention according to claim 7 is

equipped with an absorption core arranged between a permeable top sheet, an

impermeability backseat, and both sheets, A sanitary napkin which consists of a stop

piece of a pair which protrudes from a side edge of right and left of a longitudinal

direction of this main part of a napkin, is bent, and is attached firmly to underwear

Are the method of packing with a sheet for a package, and it is made to run a sheet

band for a package which has width of face of 1 or more time 2 double less or equal

of width of face of a main part of a napkin continuously. On said sheet band for a

package, said sanitary napkin so that said binder layer may contact in a sheet side

for a package And so that a longitudinal direction of a napkin may be in agreement

with the transit direction of a sheet band for a package Lay one piece at a time at

intervals of predetermined, and a stop piece of said pair so that the clinch section of

a clinch and said sheet for a package may counter a sheet for a package, and one at

a top sheet side of a sanitary napkin It is the package method of a sanitary napkin

which carries out the valley chip box of a sanitary napkin and the sheet for a

package near the crosswise center line, and attaches said clinch sections which

countered firmly. This method is optimal method at the time of manufacturing

package structure according to claim 3, is the method of carrying out the valley chip

box of a sanitary napkin and the sheet for a package near the crosswise center line,

and attaching said clinch sections which countered firmly, and can perform a still

compacter package easily so that a stop piece may be turned up to a top sheet side

the whole sheet for a package and the clinch section of a sheet for a package may
counter further.

[0013] Invention according to claim 8 is the optimal method at the time of

manufacturing package structure according to claim 4. Make it run a sheet band for

a package which has larger width of face than the length of a main part of a napkin

continuously, and on said sheet band for a package, said sanitary napkin so that said

binder layer may contact at a sheet side for a package And so that the transit
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direction of a sheet band for a package and a longitudinal direction of a napkin may

cross at right angles It lays one piece at a time at intervals of predetermined, and

has a summary at a place which attaches firmly mutually the clinch section of a

clinch and this sheet for a package to a sheet for a package, and one for longitudinal

direction both ends of a main part of a napkin on a center section of the main part

of a napkin, respectively. Since 3 chip boxes of a napkin and a tube-like package are

attained at one production process by adoption of this configuration, a high-speed

continuation package is possible.

[0014] In a package method according to claim 8, invention according to claim 9 has

the feature in a place considered as a configuration including a production process

which turns up a stop piece of a pair of a sanitary napkin further so that it may be

located in a clinch section side of a sheet for a package, or its opposite side at a

sheet for a package, and one, in order to attain package structure according to claim

5.

[0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The greatest point of the package structure (Type 1)

indicated by claim 1 of this invention is in the place which adopted the configuration

which packed the stop piece and the sheet for a package of the right and left which

protrude beside [ both ] the main part of a napkin a clinch and in the shape of a tube

to the top sheet side. Moreover, the greatest point of the package structure (Type

2) indicated by claim 4 of this invention turns up the longitudinal direction both ends

of a napkin on the center section of the napkin to the sheet for a package, and one,

and is in the place which adopted the configuration which attached this clinch

section of the sheet for a package firmly, and was packed in the shape of a tube.

[0016] At least, as shown in drawing 1 (a) and (b), the napkin packed by this

invention The main part 10 of a napkin equipped with the absorption core 12

arranged between the permeable top sheet 11, the impermeability backseat 13, and

both sheets, While protruding from the binder layer 16 for underwear immobilization

prepared in the backseat 13 side of this main part 10 of a napkin, and the side edge

of right and left of the longitudinal direction of said main part of a napkin, it consists

of stop pieces 14 and 14 of the pair for winding and attaching firmly to underwear.

The binder layers 15 and 15 for underwear firm attachment are formed in the

backseat side also at the stop pieces 14 and 14.

[0017] Permeable materials, such as the shape of the nonwoven fabric which

consists of the good natural fiber or good synthetic fiber of the touch as a

permeable top sheet 11, the plastic film with which many fine holes were prepared,

and form, can be used, and plastic film, the layered product of this and a nonwoven

fabric, etc. can be used as an impermeability backseat 13. Moreover, as an

absorption core 12, well-known materials, such as water absorption materials, such

as **** pulp, cellulose fiber and form, and viscose sponge, and hole absorptivity

polymer powder, heat welding nature fiber, are used. The stop piece 14 may make

the stop piece of another object using the nonwoven fabric by which could form by
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making the top sheet 1 1 and a backseat 13 protrude, and water-repellent treatment

was carried out, for example, and the material for backseats, and may fix and form in

the main part 10 of a napkin, the binder layer 16 for underwear immobilization

(shifting for stops), and the binder layer 15 for stop pieces — hot melt adhesive

(what makes a subject block polymer, such as SBS, SIS, SEBS, and SEPS) — in

addition, well-known binders, such as acrylic and a rubber system, can be used.

[0018] As for the package structure of Type 1, the napkin which turned up the stop

piece to the top sheet side is wrapped in in the shape of a tube, and there are two

kinds in how to wrap. The 1st package structure of Types 1 is as being shown in

drawing 2 . First, it is larger than a sanitary napkin, and is the width of face WO of

the main part 10 of a napkin. Width of face W1 exceeding twice On the sheet 2 for a

package which it has, a sanitary napkin 1 is laid so that a backseat side may contact

the sheet 2 for a package. Since it shifts to a backseat side at this time and the

binder layer 16 for stops is formed, a sanitary napkin 1 is firmly stuck on the sheet 2

for a package, and does not cause location gap during a package. It is desirable to

use what processed at least one side of base materials, such as films, such as

polypropylene with a thickness of about 5-50 micrometers, polyethylene, polyester,

polyvinyl alcohol, and cellophane, and a nonwoven fabric, paper (or these layered

products), by silicone resin, the fluororesin, or the exfoliation processing agent well-

known in addition to this as a sheet 2 for a package. It can pack easily, without

shifting and sticking a release paper on both the binder layer 16 for stops, and the

binder layer for stop pieces, if such a sheet for a package is used. In addition,

although a production process becomes complicated a little in using the sheet for a

package which does not perform exfoliation processing, the film and paper which

carried out exfoliation processing may be stuck on said binder layer 16 and the

binder layer 15 for stop pieces.

[0019] It is the bend line L1 which accompanies the side edge of the main part 10 of

a napkin after laying a napkin 1 in the sheet 2 for a package. A part for the right

flank 21 of right-hand side stop piece 14a and the sheet 2 for a package is turned

up on the top sheet 1 1 of a napkin 1 among drawing 2 (b). Subsequently, as shown in

(c), it is a bend line L2 in a part for the left flank 23 of the sheet for a package about

left-hand side stop piece 14b. It turns up like (b). At this time, it is the width of face

W1 of the sheet 2 for a package. Width of face W0 of the main part 10 of a napkin

Since it is over twice, the side edges of the turned-up sheets 21 and 23 for a

package will overlap, as cross section (III-III of drawing 2 (c) line expanded sectional

view) whole space of a newspaper of drawing 3 shows. A tube-like package is

completed by pasting up with adhesives or attaching firmly the lap portion of this

side edge, and the slash section in (c) of drawing 2 with the means of heat sealing. In

addition, it is the width of face W1 of the sheet 2 for a package so that these side

edges may lap, when the thickness of an absorption core is thick. Adjusting is

desirable.

[0020] A bend line L1 and L2 It may be in contact with the side edge of the main
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part 10 of a napkin, or you may be on the main part 10 of a napkin. A bend line L1

and L2 When it is on the main part 10 of a napkin, the width of face of the sheet for

a package may be 2 double less or equal of the width of face of the main part of a

napkin at this time that what is necessary is just to bend the main part of a napkin^

and a stop piece together. However, when the workability of a packaging process is

taken into consideration, it is a bend line L1 and L2 like above-mentioned drawing 2 .

The configuration which is near the side edge of the main part 10 of a napkin, and

turns up only a stop piece with the sheet for a package is the most desirable.

[0021] The rest is sealed by pasting up near the edge of a napkin longitudinal

direction with heat sealing or adhesives, and before this seal, if a napkin is folded in

two longitudinal directions, and three are folded or a quarto is carried out to

coincidence or the back, an individual package of a napkin will complete it In order

to maintain the condition of having broken into the longitudinal direction, you may

stop on a tape.

[0022] On the other hand, the 2nd package structure of Type 1 is as being shown in

drawing 4 . In (a) of drawing 4 , a napkin 1 is laid on the sheet 2 for a package like (a)

of drawing 2 . It sets to drawing 4 and is the width of face W2 of the sheet for a

package. Width of face W0 of the main part 10 of a napkin It is desirable that it is 2

double less or equal. Also in (b) of drawing 4 , a part for the right flank 21 of right-

hand side stop piece 14a and the sheet 2 for a package is turned up on the top

sheet 1 1 of a napkin 1 like (b) of drawing 2 . Subsequently, as shown in (c) of

drawing 4 , it is a bend line L2 in a part for the left flank 23 of the sheet for a

package about left-hand side stop piece 14b. It turns up. this time — width of face

W2 of the sheet 2 for a package Width of face W0 of the main part 10 of a napkin

since it is 2 double less or equal — the clinch sections 21 and 23 of the sheet for a

package — the time of drawing 2 — differing— W3 only — it will estrange. The way

things stand, since it does not become a tube-like package, as shown in (d) It is the

crosswise center line L3 about a sanitary napkin 1 and the sheet 2 for a package.

Carry but a valley chip box in near, and the clinch sections 21 and 23 of the sheet

for a package are made to counter. This clinch section 21 that countered, and 23

comrades in for example, locations, such as the slash section By attaching firmly

with the means of pasting up or heat sealing by adhesives, it considers as a tube-

like package, that is, the cross section (V-V line expanded sectional view of drawing

4 (c)) was shown in (a) of drawing 5 — as — the clinch sections 21 and 23 of the

sheet for a package — W3 only, although estranged Since the clinch sections 21 and

23 counter by carrying out the valley chip box of the whole as shown in (b) and (X~

X-ray expanded sectional view of drawing 4 (d)) of drawing 5 , if a black arrow head

portion is attached firmly, the clinch section which the sheet for a package

countered will serve as a tube-like package joined in the shape of [ of the inner

sense ] joining the palms together.

[0023] Although the outline of the package method of Type 1 of this invention is as

explanation of old package structure having described, it supplements a little
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hereafter and it is explained. The optimal package method for the 1st package

structure of Type 1 As shown in drawing 6 , make it run the sheet band 24 for a

package continuously, and a sanitary napkin 1 on this sheet band 24 for a package

so that that longitudinal direction may become the same as the transit direction It

lays one piece at a time at intervals of predetermined, and the side edge of the pair

by which the clinch and the sheet band 24 for a package were turned up in the stop

pieces 14 and 14 of a pair at the every sheet band 24 for package and top sheet 1

1

side of a sanitary napkin 1 is piled up and attached firmly, the clinch of the sheet

band 24 for a package — the upper and lower sides — whichever may be carried

out first or you may carry out to coincidence. When attaching side edges firmly with

adhesives, the production process which applies adhesives to both clinch both

[ either or ] is performed to clinch activity order or coincidence.

[0024] After pasting up a side edge and completing a tube-like package, between the

adjoining napkins 1 and 1 (portion which is near the edge of the longitudinal direction

of a napkin 1, and is shown with the sign 25 in drawing 6 ) is pasted up with heat

sealing or adhesives. And an individual package of a napkin is completed through the

production process which separates each napkin near the center of the above-

mentioned slash section, the production processes (folding two and folding three

quarto etc.) which bend a napkin to a longitudinal direction if needed. In order to

maintain the condition of having bent to the longitudinal direction, it is desirable to

paste up with adhesives etc. or to stop by the tape piece. The individual package

object of a napkin was folded and made into three longitudinal directions of a napkin,

and the condition of having stopped by the tape piece 26 was shown in drawing 7 .

[0025] As drawing 4 and drawing 5 described in the case of the 2nd package

structure of Type 1, the valley chip box production process of a napkin and the

sheet band for a package and the firm attachment production process of the clinch

section of the sheet band for a package only join the method explained by above-

mentioned drawing 6 .

[0026] Next, the package structure of Type 2 of this invention is explained. Drawing

8 is the plan which illustrated the sanitary napkin of the same structure as what was

shown in drawing 1 from the top sheet 11 side. The sign which points out the same

element in drawing 1 is taken as the same sign. In this sanitary napkin, a napkin is

divided into three fields with those longitudinal direction both ends for the portion in

which the stop pieces 14 and 14 of a pair are located as core 1B of a napkin. The

napkin core 1B bottom is set to upper limit section 1A among drawing, and it is

made into lower limit section 1C below core 1B. It is not necessary to perform

distinction of a core and both ends strictly, and core 1B should just contain the stop

piece.

[0027] The package structure of Type 2 is as being shown in drawing 9 . On the

larger sheet 3 for a package than the sanitary napkin 1 shown in drawing 8 , a

sanitary napkin 1 is laid so that a backseat side may contact the sheet 3 for a

package. This installation direction is the same as said type 1, and is as having also
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described above the configuration desirable, as a sheet for a package. It is a bend

line L4 about the sheet for a package for convenience among drawing 9 . The upper

(drawing left) portion (sheet upper limit section 3for package A), and bend line L4

Bend line L5 The portion (sheet core 3for package B) and bend line L5 of a between

It divides with a lower (drawing right) portion (sheet lower limit section 3C for a

package), and explains.

[0028] As shown in drawing 9 (a), after laying a napkin 1 in the sheet 3 for a package,

upper limit section 1A of a sanitary napkin 1 and sheet upper limit section 3A for a

package are turned up and put on one on core 1B of a sanitary napkin 1 like drawing

9 (b) by the bend line L4 which met the line which classifies upper limit section 1

A

and core 1B of a sanitary napkin 1. Subsequently, as shown in (c), it is a bend line L5

in lower limit section 1C of a sanitary napkin 1, and sheet lower limit section 3C for

a package. It piles up on upper limit section 3A of a clinch and the sheet for a

package turned up in (b). Thus, the sanitary napkin 1 is in 3 chip-box condition by

turning up.

[0029] And a tube-like package is completed by pasting up with adhesives or

attaching firmly upper limit section 3A (equivalent to the clinch section) of the

turned-up sheet for a package, and lower limit section 3C (equivalent to the clinch

section similarly) with the means of heat sealing. The two clinch sections are bend

lines L4. And L5 It can change suitably from a configuration which overlap over a

whole surface product by the location mostly as shown in drawing 9 to a

configuration which is overlapped only near the both-ends edge of the sheet 3 for a

package. Since 3 chip-box condition as shown in drawing 9 can fold up a napkin in a

compact most, it is a desirable configuration. In addition, a bend line L4 and L5 It is

desirable to prepare so that the stop piece 14 of a napkin may not be crossed.

[0030] Although it seals by pasting up near the edges on both sides 31 and 32 of the

sheet for a package with heat sealing or adhesives with 3 chip-box condition of

drawing 9 (c) and is good also as a unit protection article after a tube-like package

is completed, it is also further foldable in a compact. The tube-like package article

of the same condition as drawing 9 (c) is shown in drawing 10 (a), here — bend line

L6 between the right edges 31 of the sheet for a package — sheet right edge 3D for

3 chip-box package — carrying out— bend line L6 Bend line L7 between — sheet

core 3for 3 chip-box package E — carrying out — bend line L6 between the left end

edges 32 of the sheet for a package — the object for 3 chip-box package — it is

referred to as sheet left end section 3F. In addition, as shown in drawing 10 (a), it is

bend line L6. Bend line L7 It is desirable to adopt the configuration which turns up

only the sheet for a package which carried out 141. near [ each ] the end face

section (outside the main part 10 of a napkin in drawing 2 ) with stop piece 14r on

either side, broke with three stop pieces and was carried out. bend line L6 Bend line

L7 even if it prepares on the main part of a napkin, a napkin is folded three and is

already carried out — having— **** — ** — it is because it is high, so it is hard

to bend.
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[0031] Like drawing 10 (b), 141. of left-hand side stop pieces and 3 ** chip box

package wearing sheet left end section 3F are turned up and put on one on sheet

core 3E for 3 chip-box package. Subsequently, as shown in (c), it is right-hand side

stop piece 14r and 3 ** chip box package wearing sheet left end section 3F to one

Bend line L6 It piles up on a clinch and sheet left end section 3D for 3 chip-box

package turned up in (b). Thus, three more tube-like package objects which folded

three by turning up and were carried out by it will break, and will be carried out.

[0032] And [ whether it makes it package wearing sheet left end section 3F located

in the bottom to stop on the tape of heat sealing or another object etc., and the

right edge 31 of the sheet for 3 chip-box package is attached firmly to them, and ]

The package object miniaturized very much is completed by attaching firmly the

upper limit edge 34 and the lower limit edge 35 of a package object which folded

three, were carried out, folded three more and were carried out with the means of

heat sealing. Both-ends 3D of the sheet for 3 chip-box package and 3F cannot be

turned up so that it may be located in the upper surface of the sanitary napkin

folded up like drawing 10 , but they can also be turned up towards the inferior-

surface-oFtongue side (the direction of a background of drawing) of a napkin.

[0033] The outline of the package method of Type 2 of this invention is as

explanation of old package structure having described. The point laid so that the

transit direction of the sheet band for a package and the longitudinal direction of a

sanitary napkin 1 may cross at right angles only differs from the package method of

Type 1 shown in drawing 6 , and there is no big difference. That is, by the package

method of Type 2, as shown in drawing 11 , it lays one napkin at a time at intervals

of predetermined on the sheet band 35 for a package which carries out continuation

transit, so that the transit direction of the sheet band 35 for a package and the

longitudinal direction of a sanitary napkin 1 may cross at right angles. Thus, what is

necessary is to change to the clinch production process of the stop piece of drawing

6 , and the sheet for a package, and just to complete package structure according to

drawing 6 except performing continuously 3 chip box production processes of the

sheet for a package and sanitary napkin which were shown in drawing 9 (a) - (c),

after laying.

[0034]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the package structure (claims 1-3) of Type 1 of this

invention is turning up the stop piece to the top sheet side in case it packs the

sanitary napkin with a stop piece of a pair, a user tends to check existence of a stop

piece, and it has the effect of being easy to equip. Moreover, the package structure

(claims 4-5) of Type 2 can pack a sanitary napkin in the shape of a tube in the

condition of having made it the longitudinal direction at 3 chip boxes, and can obtain

a compact individual package article easily. Also in which package structure, a

backseat side shifts, it is not influenced by existence of a stop piece, a stop binder

layer can be formed without a limit of a Ideation, and there is an advantage that it

can pack. Furthermore, if the sheet [ finishing / exfoliation processing ] for a
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package is used, it is necessary to stick a release paper on neither the binder layer

of a stop piece, nor the binder layer by the side of a backseat. Therefore, simply, the

package method (claims 6-8) of this invention is a good yield, and since it can

perform a continuation package at a high speed, cost reduction is possible for it.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] (a) and (b) are the plans of the sanitary napkin with a stop piece with

which the package structure of this invention is applied.

[Drawing 2] (a) - (c) is strabisrh explanatory drawing of the 1st package structure of

Type 1 of this invention.

[Drawing 3] III—III of (c) of drawing 2 It is a line expanded sectional view.

[Drawing 4] (a) - (d) is strabism explanatory drawing of the 2nd package structure of

Type 1 of this invention.

[Drawing 5] (a) is the V-V line expanded sectional view of (c) of drawing 4 , and (b)

is X-X-ray expanded sectional view of (d) of drawing 4 .

[Drawing 6] It is the plan showing the package method of Type 1 of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is strabism explanatory drawing of the individual package object

acquired by the package method of this invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the plan of the sanitary napkin with a stop piece with which the

package structure of this invention is applied.

[Drawing 9] (a) - (c) is strabism explanatory drawing of the package structure of

Type 2 of this invention.

[Drawing 10] (a) - (c) is strabism explanatory drawing of the package structure

which made package structure of drawing 8 still smaller.

[Drawing 11] It is the plan showing the package method of Type 2 of this invention.

[Drawing 12] It is explanatory drawing showing the conventional package structure.

[Drawing 13] (a) - (b) is the plan of the conventional sanitary napkin.
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[Description of Notations]

1 Sanitary Napkin

2 Sheet for Package

3 Sheet for Package

10 Main Part of Napkin

1 1 Top Sheet

12 Absorption Core

13 Backseat

14 Stop Piece

15 Binder Layer for Stop Pieces

16 Binder Layer for Underwear Immobilization

21 23 The clinch section of the sheet for a package

1A Sanitary napkin longitudinal direction upper limit section

1B Sanitary napkin longitudinal direction core

1C Sanitary napkin longitudinal direction lower limit section

3A The sheet upper limit section for a package

3B The sheet core for a package

3C The sheet lower limit section for a package

[Translation done.]
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